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Hospital Sues Insurer, Charging 
Conspiracy 

By RAY RIVERA

A Brooklyn hospital has sued one of the city’s largest health insurers, asserting it 

conspired with doctors and others to wrongfully deny coverage for patients.

The suit, filed by Brookdale University Hospital and Medical Center, says the financially 

distressed hospital was forced to absorb a significant portion of costs that should have 

been paid by Health Insurance Plan of Greater New York, a managed care organization 

commonly known as HIP. 

The allegations are spelled out in a 51-page civil racketeering lawsuit filed this week in 

Federal District Court in Brooklyn. 

HIP officials called the accusations “profoundly dishonest and defamatory.” 

“In an effort to distract attention from its own financial distress and possible 

mismanagement, Brookdale, through this lawsuit, defames HIP for holding Brookdale 

accountable to standards of appropriate care,” the company said in an e-mail message. 

The lawsuit comes as HIP, which covers about 20 percent of all city employees, is 

seeking state approval to become a for-profit company, a change that is being resisted by 

the Bloomberg administration for fear it will raise costs. A spokesman for the company 

said he did not expect the lawsuit to affect that effort.

The lawsuit focuses on the process HIP uses to determine what procedures are medically 

necessary. 
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Known as utilization review, that process requires that denials of coverage be approved 

by a physician who specializes in the treatment. The Brookdale lawsuit says HIP’s 

denials often relied on inappropriate medical rationales that could not have been made by 

physicians. The lawsuit also says physicians’ signatures on these denials were 

electronically produced and were never original. 

In one example, the Brookdale lawsuit says a woman admitted in October 2006 for a 

malignant brain tumor was denied coverage for eight days of treatment based on 

standards used for treating infectious disease. 

“Some of these were so off the wall that they couldn’t have been reviewed by 

physicians,” said David P. Rosen, president and chief executive of Brookdale and its 

parent company, MediSys Health Network. 

The hospital lawsuit contends that at least three other companies that worked with the 

hospital received financial incentives to assist HIP in denying coverage. Two of the 

companies, Central Brooklyn Medical Group, a physicians’ group that referred patients to 

Brookdale, and HealthCare Partners, which performed utilization reviews for some HIP 

members, declined to comment until they could review the lawsuit. 

A third company, Cogent Healthcare, which placed doctors and nurses at the hospital, 

denied the allegations. 

“Cogent’s nurses and care team are in place at Brookdale only to monitor and improve 

the delivery of quality patient care,” the company said in a statement. “All reimbursement 

decisions are handled exclusively by Brookdale and HIP.” 

Cogent said its doctors and nurses played no role in the financial aspects of patient care. 

But the lawsuit says Brookdale has documents showing that Cogent nurses instructed HIP 

to deny payment for part of some patients’ hospital stays and that HIP commended the 

nurses for providing other information that helped it make coverage decisions. 

“Some of these were so off the wall that they couldn’t have been reviewed by 

physicians,” said David P. Rosen, president and chief executive of Brookdale and its 

parent company, MediSys Health Network. 
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In 2001, the state attorney general’s Health Care Bureau issued a report critical of HIP’s 

utilization review process.  Among the findings, the bureau said that the company 

routinely failed to explain coverage denials adequately, and that it was often impossible 

to tell if the denials were properly peer reviewed, as required by law.

The company denied the findings, but as part of a settlement it promised to revamp its 

process.  A spokesperson for the company said that any deficiencies then were due to the 

company’s “growing pains” in trying to comply with new health care laws, and that in 

two years of monitoring, the attorney general’s office issued no additional findings.

But Michael Brown, a lawyer for Brookdale, said HIP has continued the practices 

outlined in the attorney general’s report.

The lawsuit examples show “categorically that they ignored their promises to the attorney 

general,” Mr. Brown said.

Brookdale has sent a copy of its lawsuit to the attorney general’s office.  A spokesman 

there said it would be reviewed but declined to comment further.

Mr. Rosen and another of the hospitals in his network, Jamaica Hospital Medical Center 

in Queens, filed a separate federal lawsuit last year against Oxford Health Plans.  That 

suit contends that Oxford has used coercive tactics against Jamaica and failed to pay 

money owed to the hospital.

But Michael Brown, a lawyer for Brookdale, said HIP has continued the practices 

outlined in the attorney general’s report.

The lawsuit examples show “categorically that they ignored their promises to the attorney 

general,” Mr. Brown said.


